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A new approach to wavefunction collapse is proposed. The so-called Dynamical
Spacetime approach enhances semiclassical gravity and enables it for an expla-
nation of wavefunction collapse by postulating that the spacetime region on which
quantum fields exist and on which the wavefunction’s evolution can be regarded is
bounded towards the future by a spacelike hypersurface, which is dynamically ex-
panding towards the future. Collapse is displayed in the way that the wavefunction’s
evolution becomes unstable at certain critical expansions of spacetime, at which it
reconfigures via a self-reinforcing mechanism quasi-abruptly to an evolution re-
sembling a classical trajectory. Thereby, spacetime geometry changes in favour of
the winning state, which causes the path of the other state to vanish by destructive
interference. This mechanism for collapse can explain the quantum correlations in
EPR experiments without coming into conflict with relativity and the Free Will theo-
rem. The Dynamical Spacetime approach is mathematically formulated on basis of
the Einstein-Hilbert action and predicts for the Newtonian limit the same lifetimes
of superpositions as the gravity-based approaches of Dio´si and Penrose. A second
important feature of the Dynamical Spacetime approach is its capability to forecast
reduction probabilities. It can explain why all experiments performed so-far confirm
Born’s rule, and predict deviations from it, when solids evolve into three-state su-
perpositions. The basics needed for the derivations in this paper are developed in
Part 1 by an analysis of semiclassical gravity.
Keywords: Wavefunction collapse, semiclassical gravity, quantum mechanics and relativity, Born’s rule,
superluminal signalling.
1 Introduction
A theory for the collapse of wavefunction is one of the most important open issues of
physics. It took roughly 30 years from the development of quantum theory in the 1920s
until David Bohm addressed the macro-objectification problem of quantum theory for
the first time in a consistent model, Bohmian mechanics [5, 6], and it took a further
1 My official last name is Wiese. For non-official concerns, my wife and I use our common family name: Quandt-Wiese.
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30 years until Philip Pearle [7, 8] and Giancarlo Ghirardi [9, 10] addressed in their pi-
oneering works in the 1980s collapse’s stochastic nature in consistent models, the
dynamical reduction models [28], with help of stochastic differential equations. Beside
these models, which focus on describing collapse rather than explaining it, attempts
have been made to find the physical origin of collapse. Here gravity is the most often
discussed candidate; an idea that had already been mentioned by Richard Feynman
in the 1960s [11] and became concrete with the models of Lajos Dio´si [12] and Roger
Penrose [13] in the 1980s and 1990s. Dio´si assumes fluctuations of the gravitational
field as the driver of collapse; Penrose the uncertainty of location in spacetime, which
occurs when superposed states prefer due to different mass distributions differently
curved spacetimes. Interestingly, both approaches predict the same lifetimes of su-
perpositions, which can be calculated with a simple rule of thumb, which sometimes is
referred to as the Dio´si-Penrose criterion, and which is often used for quantitative as-
sessments of experimental proposals investigating certain properties of wavefunction
collapse [14–21].
One of the greatest challenges of collapse models is to make them compatible with
relativity. This is due to the deep and troubling conflict between the empirically verified
non-local nature of quantum theory in the form of quantum correlations violating Bell’s
inequalities and the notion of local causality that is motivated by relativity. Relativistic
models were developed for Bohmian mechanics [22–27] and the dynamical reduction
models [28–37]. For the gravity-based approaches of Dio´si and Penrose, relativistic
formulations are still missing. An important stimulus for the assessment of relativistic
collapse models came from the Free Will theorem of John Conway and Simon Kochen
in 2006 [38,39] showing that in special EPR experiments with free choice of measure-
ments (in the sense that the choices are not functions of the past), information about
the choices must travel infinitely fast between the measurement partners. Whether this
really implies that there can be no relativistic collapse theory has led to an intensive
scientific debate [40–43].
The Dynamical Spacetime approach to wavefunction collapse developed in this paper
is, as the approaches of Dio´si and Penrose, a gravity-based approach. It is based on
semiclassical gravity, in which the gravitational field is not quantised and spacetime
geometry is treated classically. A collapse mechanism follows from the fact that the
superposed states must share in semiclassical gravity the same classical spacetime
geometry, even if they prefer (according to general relativity) differently curved space-
times, which is the case when their mass distributions are different. This leads to a
competition between the states for the curvature of spacetime. However, semiclassical
gravity alone cannot explain collapse, which is known from studies of the Schro¨dinger-
Newton equation to display semiclassical gravity in the Newtonian limit.
The Dynamical Spacetime approach to wavefunction collapse enhances semiclassi-
cal gravity by postulating that the spacetime region on which quantum fields exist and
on which the wavefunction’s evolution can be regarded is bounded towards the future
by a spacelike hypersurface, which is dynamically expanding towards the future. This
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postulate allows for fundamental new behaviour in the way that the wavefunction’s evo-
lution can change to a new evolution when spacetime expands. It leads to a collapse
mechanism in which the wavefunction’s evolution becomes unstable at certain criti-
cal expansions of spacetime, at which it reconfigures via a self-reinforcing mechanism
quasi-abruptly to an evolution resembling a classical trajectory. This mechanism dis-
plays the empirically verified non-local nature of quantum theory and complies with the
Free Will theorem and the notion of local causality of relativity as well.
The derivation of the Dynamical Spacetime approach in this paper is prepared by an
analysis of semiclassical gravity in Part 1 [1]. A study of Part 1 is not essential.
—
The remainder of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we define the physi-
cal approach of our collapse models. In Section 3, we derive the collapse mechanism
first for two-state superpositions in the Newtonian limit. In Sections 4 and 5, we gen-
eralise the derivation for the relativistic case and show in Section 6 how the quantum
correlations in EPR experiments can be explained. In Section 7, we come to the sec-
ond important feature of the Dynamical Spacetime approach: its capability to forecast
reduction probabilities, and derive Born’s rule first for two-state superpositions.
In Section 8, we convert our reduction model into a more formal mathematical form and
generalise it for superpositions of more than two states. In Section 9, we show why all
experiments performed so far behave in accordance with Born’s rule with the help of a
property that these experiments have in common. This leads us to the investigation of
new regimes in Section 10, where we show that the Dynamical Spacetime approach
predicts deviations from Born’s rule, when solids evolve into three-state superposi-
tions. In Section 11, we discuss the physical consequences resulting from deviations
from Born’s rule. In Sections 12 and 13, we discuss further aspects of the Dynamical
Spacetime approach, such as energy conservation and ontology. The paper ends with
an outlook towards Dynamical Spacetime theory in Section 14.
In [2], a quick overview on the derivation and the proposed experimental verification of
the Dynamical Spacetime approach is given.
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2 Approach
In this section, we define the physical approach of the Dynamical Spacetime approach
to wavefunction collapse. The Dynamical Spacetime approach is based on two as-
sumptions: semiclassical gravity and the so-called Dynamical Spacetime postulate.
Semiclassical gravity
In semiclassical gravity, the gravitational field is not quantised and spacetime geom-
etry is treated classically [44, 45]. As a consequence, superposed states must share
the same classical spacetime geometry, even if they prefer (according to general rel-
ativity) differently curved spacetimes, which is the case when their mass distributions
are different. This provokes a competition between the states for the curvature of
spacetime, which is the driver of collapse in the Dynamical Spacetime approach. How-
ever, semiclassical gravity alone cannot explain collapse, which is known from studies
of the Schro¨dinger-Newton equation to display semiclassical gravity in the Newtonian
limit [46,47].
The question of whether the gravitational field must be quantised or not, as as-
sumed by semiclassical gravity, is still the subject of scientific debate [48,49] and is an
issue that has not been decided by experiments so far [50].
Dynamical Spacetime postulate
The Dynamical Spacetime approach postulates that the spacetime region on which
quantum fields exist and on which the wavefunction’s evolution can be regarded is
bounded towards the future by a spacelike hypersurface, the so-called spacetime bor-
der σ¯, which is dynamically propagating towards the future over the so-called dynam-
ical parameter τ¯ , as illustrated in Figure 1. The dynamical parameter itself is not an
observable quantity (beable [51]), and can be chosen to be dimensionless. This postu-
late enables a fundamental new behaviour in the way that the wavefunction’s evolution
on spacetime can retroactively change to a new evolution, when spacetime expands
over τ¯ . This is possible, since the wavefunction’s evolution is not governed by uni-
tary evolution only, but must in addition satisfy a boundary condition on the spacetime
border.
Fig. 1: Dynamical Spacetime postulate: Spacetime is bounded towards the future by a spacelike
hypersurface, the spacetime border σ¯, which is dynamically expanding towards the future over the
dynamical parameter τ¯ .
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3 Collapse mechanism for two-state superpositions in
the Newtonian limit
In this section, we show how the physical approach defined in Section 2 leads to a
mechanism for wavefunction collapse. We restrict our derivation first to two-state su-
perpositions in the Newtonian limit.
Aligning spacetime border’s propagation with the experiment’s rest frame
Most predictions of the Dynamical Spacetime approach are fortunately not sensitive to
the concrete propagation of the spacetime border σ¯(τ¯). Discussions, such as the one
in this section, can be simplified by assuming that the spacetime border propagates
in coincidence with the experiment’s rest frame. The spacetime border is then given
by a plane hypersurface, which is specified by a point in time t¯ in this rest frame; and
the dynamical parameter τ¯ can be expressed by this point in time t¯ (i.e. τ¯→t¯). This is
very convenient for the analyses, since spacetime then simply ends at t¯, as illustrated
in Figure 1.
Abrupt reconfigurations of wavefunctions’ evolutions
We start our derivation of the collapse mechanism by presenting its result, i.e. when
and how the wavefunction’s evolution reconfigures. The mechanism will be derived in
the next section.
Our illustration of how the wavefunction’s evolution reconfigures refers to the single-
photon experiment in the left-hand side of Figure 2, in which a single photon is split by
a beam splitter and measured by the detector on the right. For photon detection, the
detector displaces the position of a rigid body. This experiment generates a superpo-
sition of two states (|ψ>=c1 |ψ1>+c2|ψ2>, |c1|2 + |c2|2 = 1) with mass distributions ρ1(x)
Fig. 2: Left: Experiment to generate a superposition of states with mass distributions ρ
1
(x) and ρ
2
(x).
The detector displaces the rigid body for photon detection.
Right: Illustration of the experiment’s state vector’s evolution in configuration space, which splits
into two wavepackets at ts when the photon enters the beam splitter.
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and ρ2(x), as indicated in the figure. In the right-hand side of the figure, the evolution
of the experiment’s state vector |ψ(t)> in configuration space is visualised. At time
ts, when the photon enters the beam splitter, the root wavepacket splits into two well
separated wavepackets |ψ1> and |ψ2>. In our discussion, the state vector |ψ> shall
always describe the complete system, consisting here of the photon, the beam splitter,
the detector and the rigid body.
The critical position of the spacetime border τ¯
C
, at which the wavefunction’s evolution
becomes unstable for reconfiguration and collapses, can be expressed for our special
alignment of spacetime border’s propagation by a point in time in the experiment’s rest
frame, the reduction point in time t¯
C
. This point in time is achieved when the so-called
competition action between Path 1 and Path 2 in Figure 2 S
G12
(t¯) reaches Planck’s
quantum of action:
S
G12
(t¯
C
) = h¯ . reduction condition (1)
The competition action between Path 1 and Path 2 S
G12
(t¯) is defined by integrating the
characteristic energy of the Dio´si-Penrose criterion between the states of the paths
E
G12
, which we call the Disi-Penrose energy from the time ts, when the states |ψ1> and
|ψ2> are generated until the spacetime border at t¯ as follows:
S
G12
(t¯) ≡
∫ t¯
ts
dtE
G12
(t) . competition action (2)
The Dio´si-Penrose energy between States 1 and 2 E
G12
is defined by the integral over
the difference of the states’ mass distributions ρ1(x)−ρ2(x) multiplied by the difference
of their gravitational potentials Φ1(x)−Φ2(x) resulting from these mass distributions 2
as follows [1] 3:
E
G12
=
1
2
∫
d3x(ρ1(x)−ρ2(x))(Φ2(x)−Φ1(x)) . Dio´si-Penrose energy (3)
The upper part of Figure 3 shows how the wavefunction’s evolution reconfigures in
configuration space at the reduction point in time t¯
C
. Here the wavefunction’s evolution
abruptly reconfigures either completely to Path 1 or Path 2, as shown in the figure. This
means that the photon that was split before the reconfiguration by the beam splitter is
then either completely reflected or transmitted by it, as illustrated in the lower part
of Figure 3. This is the fundamentally new behaviour of the Dynamical Spacetime
2 Φi(x) = −G
∫
d3y
ρi (y)
|x−y| .
3 The Dio´si-Penrose energy can be written in the better-known form:
E
G12
=
1
2
G
∫
d3xd3y
(ρ1(x)−ρ2(x))(ρ1(y)−ρ2(y))
|x− y| .
The factor 1⁄2 in this expression is lacking in the original derivations of Dio´si [52] and Penrose [13].
In [1], it is shown how this factor can be derived from the approaches of Dio´si and Penrose, and from
semiclassical gravity (being the basis of the Dynamical Spacetime approach) as well.
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Fig. 3: Above: Abrupt reconfiguration of the wavefunction’s evolution in configuration space, when the
spacetime border reaches the reduction position t¯
C
.
Below: Corresponding behaviour in spacetime. After reconfiguration, the photon is either
completely reflected or transmitted by the beam splitter.
approach that the wavefunction’s evolution can retroactively change when spacetime
expands.
When the Dio´si-Penrose energy E
G12
(t) is approximately constant over time after the
states have split at ts, the reduction condition (Equation 1) leads to the following reduc-
tion point in time:
t¯
C
≈ h¯
E
G12
, Dio´si-Penrose criterion (4)
which is identical to the lifetime of the superposition predicted by the gravity-based
approaches of Dio´si and Penrose [13,52].
Derivation of the collapse mechanism
How the abrupt reconfigurations of wavefunctions’ evolutions can be derived from the
assumptions of the Dynamical Spacetime approach, semiclassical gravity and the Dy-
namical Spacetime postulate, will now be explained in three steps.
Step 1: Mutual detuning of the paths
In the Newtonian limit, the sharing of spacetime (semiclassical gravity) is synony-
mous with the sharing of a common gravitational potential by the states, since the
g00-component of the metric field (which is the only relevant one in this limit) can be
expressed by the gravitational potential Φ via the relation g00≈ 1 + 2Φ/c2 [53]. In semi-
classical gravity, the common gravitational potential is given by the mean of the states’
gravitational potentials [1] by
Φ(x) = |c1|2Φ1(x) + |c2 |2Φ2(x) , (5)
7
Fig. 4: Gravitational potential of the superposition generated by the single-photon experiment in Figure 2.
where Φ1(x) and Φ2(x) are the gravitational potentials resulting from the mass distribu-
tions ρ1(x) and ρ2(x) respectively. The analysis of semiclassical gravity in [1] showed
that the sharing of a common gravitational potential leads to energy increases of the
states with respect to the case that they must not share the gravitational potential with
the other. The energy increases of the states are proportional to the intensity |c
i
|2
of the respective competing state, and scale with the Dio´si-Penrose energy E
G12
as
follows [1]:
E
G1
= |c2|2EG12
E
G2
= |c1|2EG12
. energy increases of states (6)
This result can be confirmed from Figure 4, illustrating the mean gravitational poten-
tial of the superposition generated by the single-photon experiment in Figure 2. The
gravitational potential of each state increases, where the increase is given by the gap
between the mean potential and the state’s own gravitational potential. This potential
gap, respectively the state’s energy increase, is proportional to the intensity |c
i
|2 of the
competing state (cf. Figure 4) multiplied by the Dio´si-Penrose energy E
G12
(Equation 3),
which can be easily recapitulated for a large displacement between the states, where
the Dio´si-Penrose energy simplifies to EG12=−
∫
d3xρ1(x)Φ1(x)=−
∫
d3xρ2(x)Φ2(x).
With the help of the states’ energy increases E
Gi
, we can construct so-called detuning
actions S
Gi
(t¯) for the paths by integrating the energy increase E
Gi
from the beginning
of the path at ts until the spacetime border at t¯ as follows [1]:
S
G1
(t¯) =
∫ t¯
ts
dtE
G1
(t)
S
G2
(t¯) =
∫ t¯
ts
dtE
G2
(t)
. detuning actions (7)
The paths’ detuning actions S
Gi
(t¯), whose physical meaning will become obvious later,
can be expressed by the competition action S
G12
(t¯) between the paths as follows:
S
G1
(t¯) = |c2|2SG12(t¯)
S
G2
(t¯) = |c1|2SG12(t¯)
. (8)
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Similar to the energy increases, the detuning actions of the paths are proportional to
the intensity |c
i
|2 of the competing path. This means that the paths detune each other.
This mutual detuning of the paths plays an important role in the collapse mechanism
explained in the next step.
Step 2: Reduction point in time
To explain how and when the wavefunction’s evolution becomes unstable for reconfig-
uration, we assume a small fluctuation of spacetime geometry in favour of one of the
states. Since the metric field can be expressed by the gravitational potential in the
Newtonian limit, we regard a small fluctuation ∆ of the gravitational potential in favour
of State 2 as
Φ = (|c1|2 −∆)Φ1 + (|c2|2 + ∆)Φ2 . (9)
This leads to an increase of Path 1’s and to a decrease of Path 2’s detuning action as
follows:
dS
G1
= +∆ · S
G12
(t¯)
dS
G2
= −∆ · S
G12
(t¯)
. (10)
Now we come to the key of the collapse mechanism: the question of how the wavepacket’s
evolution reacts to a change of a path’s detuning action. For this, we must take into
account that the wavefunction’s evolution is not only governed by the unitary evolu-
tion, but must also satisfy some boundary condition on the spacetime border. Due to
this boundary condition, the evolution of the wavepackets does, to some extent, re-
semble standing waves on the interval [ts , t¯ ]. An increase of Path 1’s detuning action
dS
G1
increases the frequency of its wavepacket, since the gravitational potential on the
path increases by ∆|Φ1|. Due to the boundary condition on the spacetime border, the
frequency of the wavepacket can only increase in discrete steps. Therefore, the fre-
quency increase must be spread over the allowed discrete frequencies, which leads to
a spectral broadening of the wavepacket. This in turn leads to an intensity drop of the
wavepacket due to the divergence of phases of its partial waves. The intensity drop of
a wavepacket −d|c
i
|2, which must always have along the path the same amount due
to the norm conservation of unitary evolution, depends on the increase of the path’s
detuning action dS
Gi
as follows:
d|c
i
|2
|c
i
|2 = −
dS
Gi
h¯
. (11)
This intuitively expected result is derived in the appendix.
The increase of Path 1’s detuning action (Equation 10) leads with Equation (11) to an
intensity drop of this path of d|c1 |2=−|c1 |2∆ ·SG12(t¯)/h¯ . The norm conservation of unitary
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evolution enforces that, due to the intensity drop of Path 1, more intensity is rerouted to
Path 2 at the splitting point of the wavepackets. Hence, the intensity of Path 2 increases
by d|c2 |2=|c1 |2∆ · SG12(t¯)/h¯ . Accordingly, the decrease of Path 2’s detuning action leads
to an increase of its intensity of d|c2 |2=|c2 |2∆ · SG12(t¯)/h¯ and enforces that less intensity
is rerouted to Path 1 at the splitting point. Both effects together lead with |c1|2 + |c2|2 = 1
to
d|c2|2 = −d|c1|2 = ∆ ·
S
G12
h¯
. (12)
This result shows that the fluctuation ∆ of the gravitational potential (respectively space-
time geometry) in favour of State 2 (Equation 9) leads, via the increase of Path 1’s and
the decrease of Path 2’s detuning action, to an intensity shift to State 2, which has ex-
actly the right amount to induce this fluctuation ∆ when the competition action between
the paths S
G12
(t¯) coincides with Planck’s quantum of action h¯. Consequently, the wave-
function’s evolution can only reconfigure when the spacetime border has reached the
position t¯
C
, at which the competition action between the paths coincides with Planck’s
quantum of action, which is our reduction condition according to Equation (1). How the
wavefunction’s evolution reconfigures at this critical position of the spacetime border
will be explained in the next step.
Step 3: Quasi-abrupt reconfiguration of wavefunction’s evolution
For the discussion of how the wavefunction’s evolution reconfigures at the reduction
position t¯
C
of the spacetime border, we assume a small intensity fluctuation in favour
of State 2. This intensity fluctuation changes the gravitational potential (respectively
spacetime geometry) slightly in favour of this state (cf. Equation 5). According to the
discussion above, this change of the gravitational potential in favour of State 2 leads
to more intensity being routed to Path 2 at the splitting point, which amplifies the initial
fluctuation. This in turn leads to an even larger change of the gravitational potential
in favour of State 2, which increases the routing of intensity to Path 2 further. Thus,
we enter a self-reinforcing loop, which does not stop until the intensity of State 1 has
completely vanished. In the same way, an intensity fluctuation in favour of State 1 leads
to a complete vanishing of Path 2. The vanishing of one of the paths, as illustrated in
Figure 3, is physically caused via the divergence of phases of the paths’ partial waves,
i.e. by destructive interference.
Since the wavefunction’s evolution becomes unstable for reconfiguration only at exactly
the critical position t¯
C
of the spacetime border, and since it reconfigures by a self-
reinforcing mechanism, the collapse of the wavefunction can be regarded as quasi-
abrupt. In a more refined model, collapse is expected to happen in a small interval ∆t¯
around the critical position t¯
C
.
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4 Classical scenarios
In this section, we introduce an important concept for the formulation of the Dynami-
cal Spacetime approach, the so-called classical scenarios, which we already used for
the analysis of semiclassical gravity in Part 1 [1]. In this concept, the state vector’s
evolution is decomposed into a superposition of evolutions resembling approximately
classical trajectories of the system; the classical scenarios. This decomposition can be
performed independently of the chosen Lorentz frame. In relativistic quantum mechan-
ics, the state vector’s evolution can be followed up on arbitrarily chosen sequences
of spacelike hypersurfaces σ(τ) over the sequence parameter τ with the Tomonaga-
Schwinger equation [1, 54, 55], which can be understood as the relativistic equivalent
of Schro¨dinger’s equation. We define a decomposition of the state vector’s evolution
|ψ(τ)>≡|ψ(σ(τ))> into classical scenarios |ψ˜i(τ)> as follows:
|ψ(τ) >=
∑
i
c
i
|ψ˜
i
(τ) > , (13)
with <ψ˜i(τ)|ψ˜i(τ)>=1 and
∑
i
|c
i
|2=1. The upper right part of Figure 5 shows the state
vector’s evolution in configuration space for the three-detector experiment in the up-
per left of the figure, where the state vector’s evolution is followed up on an arbitrarily
chosen hypersurface sequence σ(τ) with the Tomonaga-Schwinger equation over the
sequence parameter τ . The lower part of the figure shows the evolutions of the three
classical scenarios |ψ˜1(τ)>, |ψ˜2(τ)> and |ψ˜3(τ)> in configuration space and the corre-
sponding behaviour in spacetime.
Fig. 5: Three classical scenarios |ψ˜1(τ)>, |ψ˜2(τ)> and |ψ˜3(τ)> (middle part) of the three-detector
experiment in the upper left, which are defined by following up the state vector’s evolution |ψ(τ)> on
classical paths in configuration space (upper right), for which the system evolves on classical trajectories,
as shown at the bottom.
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The classical scenarios are defined by following up the state vector’s evolution on clas-
sical paths in configuration space, for which the system evolves on classical trajecto-
ries in spacetime. At e.g. the Classical Scenario 1 |ψ˜1(τ)>, the photon is completely
reflected at the first, and completely transmitted by the second beam splitter, and only
detected by Detector 1, as illustrated in the lower left of Figure 5. The classical sce-
narios are not solutions of the Tomonaga-Schwinger equation at the parameters τ , at
which state vector |ψ(τ)> splits into two wavepackets in configuration space, which is
the case when the photon enters a beam splitter. To fulfil the decomposition of the
vector’s evolution according to Equation (13) at the regions where several classical
scenarios refer to the same root wavepacket, their phases must be chosen suitably. At
e.g. the common root wavepacket of all classical scenarios, their phases must satisfy
|∑i |ci|eiϕi |=1. The convention of classical scenarios is independent of the chosen
hypersurface sequence σ(τ), and can be regarded as Lorentz invariant.
The as-defined classical scenarios play an important role in the formulation of the Dy-
namical Spacetime approach, since the quasi-abrupt reconfigurations of the wavefunc-
tion’s evolution at the critical positions of the spacetime border σ¯(τ¯
C
) can be described
by intensity shifts between the classical scenarios. This follows from the norm conser-
vation of unitary evolution. At the collapse event illustrated in Figure 3, the two possible
evolutions after reconfiguration are the two classical scenarios of the experiment in Fig-
ure 2. At collapse, the intensity of Scenario 1 is shifted either completely to Scenario
2, or vice versa. The intensity shifts between the classical scenarios at collapse must
be accompanied by readjustments of their phases ϕ
i
at the regions where they refer
to common root wave packets to satisfy Equation (13), also after the wavefunction’s
reconfiguration.
The ”classical scenario”-convention allows us to generalise our former definitions of
the competition and detuning actions in Section 3. The competition action (Equation
2), which has so far been defined between paths, and begins at ts when the root
wavepacket splits, can be defined between classical scenarios as follows:
S
G12
(t¯) ≡
∫ t¯
..
dtE
G12
(t) . competition action (Newtonian limit) (14)
The Dio´si-Penrose energy E
G12
is now integrated over the entire evolution of the clas-
sical scenario: not from the splitting point ts . The detuning actions, which were also
defined for paths (Equation 7), can be generalised for classical scenarios in the same
way:
S
G1
(t¯) =
∫ t¯
..
dtE
G1
(t)
S
G2
(t¯) =
∫ t¯
..
dtE
G2
(t)
. detuning actions (Newtonian limit) (15)
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5 Relativistic generalisation
In this section, we generalise our derivation of the collapse mechanism in Section 3,
which has been performed so far for the Newtonian limit and a propagation of the
spacetime border in alignment with the experiment’s rest frame, for the relativistic case
and arbitrary propagations of the spacetime border σ¯(τ¯).
In Part 1 [1], it was found that the relativistic generalisation of the competition action be-
tween classical scenarios S
G12
(t¯) (Equation 14) follows from the decomposition of the
Einstein-Hilbert action 4 of a superposition of classical scenarios (c1 |ψ˜1(τ)>+c2 |ψ˜2(τ)>)
on the spacetime region until the spacetime border σ¯(τ¯) according to classical scenar-
ios as follows:
S
EH
(τ¯) = |c1|2SEH1(τ¯) + |c2|2SEH2(τ¯) + |c1|2|c2|2SG12(τ¯) , (16)
where S
EH1
(τ¯) and S
EH2
(τ¯) are respectively the Einstein-Hilbert actions of Classical
Scenarios 1 and 2 alone, and S
G12
(τ¯) the relativistic generalisation of the competition
action between the scenarios. This decomposition refers to weak gravitational fields,
for which Einstein’s field equations can be linearised. The competition action between
the classical scenarios S
G12
(τ¯) is given by the following covariant expression [1]:
S
G12
(τ¯) =
1
2
∫ σ¯(τ¯)
..
d4x
c
(T1(x)− T2(x))(
√
−g2(x)−
√
−g1(x)) ,
competition action (relativistic)
(17)
where T
i
(x) are the contracted energy momentum tensor fields of the classical scenar-
ios (Ti(x)≡T
µ
µi(x)) and
√−gi(x) the factors of the covariant volume elements following
from the metric fields of the classical scenarios h
µνi
(x) by g
i
(x)≡det(ηµν+hµνi(x)), where
ηµν is the Minkowski metric (ηµν≡diag(1,−1,−1,−1)). The classical scenarios’ metric
fields h
µνi
(x) follow from their energy momentum tensor fields T
µνi
(x) by solving the
linearised Einstein field equations. In the Newtonian limit, Equation (17) passes into
our former definition of the competition action according to Equations (14) and (2). The
differences of the contracted energy momentum tensor fields T1(x)−T2(x) pass into
the difference of the mass distributions ρ1(x)−ρ2(x); and the difference of the factors
of the covariant volume elements
√−g2(x)−√−g2(x) into the difference of the gravita-
tional potentials Φ2(x)−Φ1(x) (cf. Equation 3). This follows with the approximations
4The Einstein-Hilbert action on the spacetime region until the spacetime border σ¯ is given
by
SEH (τ¯) =
∫ σ¯(τ¯)
...
d4x
c
√
−g(x)
(
R(x)
2κ
+ LM (x)
)
where d4x
√−g(x) is the covariant volume element, R(x) the tension scalar, LM (x) the La-
grangian density of all matter fields and κ = 8piG/c4 [53]. The factor 1/c in the volume element
is introduced to obtain the correct dimension of action (i.e. energy · time).
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T (x)≈c2ρ(x) and √−g(x)≈1+Φ(x)/c2 for the Newtonian limit. In Part 1 [1], the compe-
tition between classical scenarios was interpreted as a measure of how much the pre-
ferred spacetime geometries of the scenarios differ from each other, and of how strong
they compete for spacetime geometry. This interpretation intuitively follows from the
decomposition of the Einstein-Hilbert action (Equation 16).
The relativistic generalisation of the classical scenarios’ detuning actions S
Gi
(τ¯) (Equa-
tion 15) was defined in Part 1 [1] by the increases of their Einstein-Hilbert actions
S
EHi
(τ¯) with respect to the case that they must not share spacetime geometry with the
other scenario. These increases yield [1]:
S
G1
(τ¯) = |c2|2SG12(τ¯)
S
G2
(τ¯) = |c1|2SG12(τ¯)
. detuning actions (relativistic) (18)
This result is identical to the Newtonian limit (Equation 8), where the detuning actions
of the classical scenarios are also proportional to the intensity |c
i
|2 of the respectively
competing scenario, and also scale with the competition action between them. In the
Newtonian limit, our relativistic definition of the detuning action (via the increases of the
scenarios’ Einstein-Hilbert actions) can, according to Equation (15), be calculated by
the integral of the states’ energy increases E
Gi
(t) over time, which we will need below.
In the relativistic case, the wavefunction’s evolution becomes as in the Newtonian limit
unstable for reconfiguration, when the competition action between the classical sce-
narios S
G12
(τ¯) reaches Planck’s quantum of action (cf. Equation 1):
S
G12
(τ¯
C
) = h¯ . reduction condition (relativistic) (19)
For the recapitulation of this result, the reader is referred to the following and more
mathematical derivation of the reduction condition in Section 8.1. This derivation is
based on the norm conservation of unitary evolution, Equation (18) and Equation (11)
describe how the intensity of a classical scenario reacts to changes of its detuning
action. To show that Equation (11) is also valid for the relativistic case, where a change
of the detuning action dS
Gi
describes the change of the classical scenario’s Einstein-
Hilbert action, one has to become aware that the change of the detuning action divided
by Planck’s quantum of action dS
Gi
/h¯ describes, according to the derivation of Equation
(11) in the appendix, the impact on the quantum mechanical phase ∆ϕ of the classical
scenario. This relation between action and phase is assumed at path integrals for the
action of the variation principle. The validity of this relation for the classical scenario’s
Einstein-Hilbert action can be explicitly shown for the Newtonian limit, where changes
of the Einstein-Hilbert action are given by the changes of energy integrated over time,
as discussed above.
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6 Quantum correlations
In this section, we show how the quantum correlations observed in single-photon and
EPR experiments can be explained with help of the so-far derived collapse mechanism.
Fig. 6: Single-photon and EPR experiment with free choice of measurements.
Single-photon experiments
The quantum correlations occurring in the single-photon experiment in the upper part of
Figure 6, in which either the left or the right detector detects the photon (but never both
together), can be explained with the reconfigurations of the wavefunction’s evolution in
Figure 3, where the photon after collapse is either completely reflected or transmitted
by the beam splitter.
EPR experiments
The Dynamical Spacetime approach can also explain the correlations in EPR exper-
iments with the free choice of measurements, as the one in the lower part of Figure
6, in which Bob and Alice can freely choose the orientation of their polarisation filters
shortly before the photon’s arrival. To simplify discussion, we assume that Alice’s arm
is chosen to be at least ct¯
C
longer than Bob’s, which ensures that Bob reduces the
superposition by his measurement. Bob can then determine, by choosing of the orien-
tation of his polarisation filter, between which two polarisation states a competition ac-
tion is built up. When the competition action (caused by Bob’s measurement) reaches
Planck’s quantum of action, the superposition reduces to one of the two polarisation
states, which Bob has determined by his choice. Since the abrupt reconfiguration of
the wavefunction’s evolution covers both Bob’s and Alice’s locations, the polarisation of
Alice’s photon instantaneously changes (according to Bob’s choice) before it arrives at
her detector. Thus, Alice will observe the correlations predicted by quantum theory for
any choice of the orientation of her polarisation filter.
This instantaneous transmission of the photon polarisation to Alice according to
Bob’s choice is a faster-than-light mechanism 5. This prediction of the Dynamical
Spacetime approach does not lead to a conflict with relativity, as we will show in the
next section.
5 Note that the correlations in EPR experiments cannot be used for signalling, as shown by Eberhard
in the 1970s [56,57].
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Fig. 7: Illustration of instantaneous transmission of the photon polarisation from Bob to Alice for Lorentz
frames with negative and positive velocities, in the conventional view on relativity and in the Dynamical
Spacetime approach.
No conflict with relativity
The Dynamical Spacetime approach leads to a new view on relativity. In the con-
ventional view on relativity, in which system’s evolution can be followed up along free
selectable Lorentz frames, an instantaneous transmission of the photon polarisation
from Bob to Alice leads to contradictions, since there are Lorentz frames in which the
causality chain is inverted. This is illustrated in the left-hand side of Figure 7, showing
an instantaneous transmission from Bob to Alice for Lorentz frames with positive and
negative velocities. In the Lorentz frame with positive velocity, Alice receives a signal
before Bob has sent it.
In the Dynamical Spacetime approach, causality does not evolve along free se-
lectable Lorentz frames in spacetime. It is rather driven by the expansion of spacetime
in the way that the solution of the wavefunction’s evolution has to be newly determined
for each expansion of spacetime. This means that causality evolves over the dynami-
cal parameter τ¯ , quasi-orthogonal to spacetime, as illustrated in the right-hand side of
Figure 7. A change of Lorentz frame therefore has no impact on the causality chain,
as one can see from the right-hand side of Figure 7, and one obtains no contradiction
in the Lorentz frame with positive velocity.
Lorentz invariance
The Dynamical Spacetime approach is Lorentz invariant. The wavefunction’s evolu-
tion on the spacetime region until the spacetime border can be calculated with the
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Tomonaga-Schwinger equation, independently of the chosen Lorentz frame. Further-
more, the competition action S
G12
(τ¯) following from the decomposition of the Einstein-
Hilbert action, which determines the critical position of spacetime border for collapse
according to S
G12
(τ¯
C
)=h¯, is covariant. What remains is that the propagation of the
spacetime border σ¯(τ¯) distinguishes a Lorentz frame, such as e.g. the experiment’s
rest frame, as assumed in Section 3. However, if one assumes that the dynamics of
spacetime border’s propagation σ¯(τ¯) is Lorentz invariant, the distinction of a Lorentz
frame is not system-immanent, but follows from the initial condition chosen for space-
time border’s propagation. We return to how to choose this initial condition in Section
13.
No conflict with the Free Will theorem
The Dynamical Spacetime approach addresses the claim of the Free Will theorem of
Conway and Kochen [38,39] that in special EPR experiments with free choice of mea-
surements (in the sense that the choices are not functions of the past), the information
about the choices must travel infinitely fast between the measurement partners, since
the Dynamical Spacetime approach explains the quantum correlations by a faster-than-
light mechanism.
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7 Reduction probabilities
In this section, we come to the second important result of the Dynamical Spacetime ap-
proach: its capability to forecast reduction probabilities on the basis of a physical argu-
ment. The forecast of reduction probabilities was not made a subject in the established
reduction models, such as the dynamical reduction models [28] and Bohmian mechan-
ics [5,6]. They postulate Born’s rule instead of deriving it. This has three reasons. First,
there are no experimental results, which seriously allows us to doubt the correctness
of Born’s rule. Secondly, there exists several proofs of Born’s rule, deriving it from fun-
damental principles, such as those of Gleason [58], Deutsch [59], Zurek [60, 61] and
others [62, 63]. Thirdly, there is a fear that deviations from Born’s rule could lead to
faster-than-light signalling and contradict relativity, since some of the proofs of Born’s
rule are based on the impossibility of faster-than-light signalling [61, 62]. The Dynami-
cal Spacetime approach, explicitly predicting a faster-than-light mechanism, allows for
a new view on reduction probabilities and Born’s rule.
The question with which probability the wavefunction’s evolution reconfigures to a state
when wavefunction’s evolution becomes unstable for reconfiguration at the reduction
point in time t¯
C
can be related to the question of how frequently the intensities of the
states of the superposition fluctuate for decay. This can be expressed in terms of the
so-called decay-trigger rates of the states. The decay-trigger rates can be derived
from the argument that the classical scenarios’ detuning actions (Equation 15) are
permanently increasing when spacetime border moves on. In the Newtonian limit and
when spacetime border’s propagation is aligned with the experiment’s rest frame, the
increase of a scenario’s detuning action dS
Gi
is dSGi=EGi(t¯)dt¯, when spacetime border
moves by dt¯ (cf. Equation 15). According to Equation (11), this increase of the detuning
action would lead to an intensity drop of the path of d|ci |2/|ci |2=−EGi(t¯)dt¯/h¯. However,
since the intensity of a path cannot drop, except at the reduction point in time t¯
C
, we
reinterpret this expected intensity drop as the probability dp
i↓ for a decay-fluctuation,
i.e. the probability for a decay-trigger. This leads to the following decay-trigger rates
of State 1 and 2 describing the probability for a decay-trigger during spacetime border
moves by dt¯:
dp
1↓
dt¯
=
E
G1
(t¯)
h¯
dp
2↓
dt¯
=
E
G2
(t¯)
h¯
. decay-trigger rates (Newtonian limit) (20)
The states’ decay-trigger rates dp
i↓/dt¯ are proportional to the states’ energy increases
E
Gi
resulting from the sharing of spacetime geometry in semiclassical gravity. This
result will play an important role later.
For the relativistic case and arbitrary propagations of the spacetime border σ¯(τ¯), we
obtain with the approach above the following result:
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dp
1↓
dτ¯
=
d
dτ¯
S
G1
(τ¯)
h¯
dp
2↓
dτ¯
=
d
dτ¯
S
G2
(τ¯)
h¯
. decay rates of states (relativistic) (21)
This result has an intuitive physical illustration. The probability for a decay-trigger dp
i↓
during spacetime border to move from σ¯(τ¯) to σ¯(τ¯+dτ¯) is given by the increase of
the classical scenario’s detuning action dS
Gi
during this interval divided by Planck’s
quantum of action h¯.
Since the states’ energy increases scale according to Equation (6) with the intensity of
the respective competing state (E
G1
∝|c2|2, EG2∝|c1|2) in favour of which the state will
decay, we obtain with Equation (20) the reduction probabilities p
i
proportional to the
state’s intensity |c
i
|2 in accordance with Born’s rule:
p1 = |c1 |2
p2 = |c2 |2 . Born’s rule (22)
The same result follows with Equation (21) for the relativistic case, since the classical
scenarios’ detuning actions also scale with the intensity of the respective competing
scenario (SG1(τ¯)∝|c2 |2, SG2(τ¯)∝|c1 |2; cf. Equation 18).
In the Dynamical Spacetime approach, there is a relation between Born’s rule and
semiclassical gravity. Energy increases, respective decay-trigger rates, being propor-
tional to the intensity of the competing state in favour of which the state will decay,
follow from the fact that the states share the mean gravitational potential in semiclassi-
cal gravity.
In Section 9, our derivation of Born’s rule for two-state superposition will be generalised
for typical quantum mechanical experiments.
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8 Model for superpositions of more than two states
In this section, we refine our collapse model for superpositions of more than two states.
In Section 8.1, we derive the so-called reconfiguration equation first for two-state su-
perpositions, whose solutions determine when the wavefunction’s evolution becomes
unstable for reconfiguration, which confirms the results derived so far. In Section 8.2,
we recapitulate the concepts of so-called local bundles, local Dio´si-Penrose energies
and local competition actions, which were introduced in Part 1 [1] for the analysis of
semiclassical gravity, and which are needed for the discussion of superpositions of
more than two states. In Section 8.3, we generalise the reconfiguration equation of
Section 8.1 for superpositions of more than two states; and in Section 8.4, we derive
the so-called reconfiguration rule for the calculation of reduction probabilities.
8.1 Reconfiguration equation for two-state superpositions
In this section, we derive the so-called reconfiguration equation first for two-state super-
positions. The solutions of this equation describe whether the intensities between clas-
sical scenarios can be shifted; its solutions allow us to determine the critical positions
of the spacetime border τ¯
C
at which the wavefunction’s evolution becomes unstable for
reconfiguration.
For the following derivation, we abbreviate the intensities |c
i
|2 of the classical scenarios
|ψ˜i(τ)> (cf. Equation 13) as follows:
I
i
≡ |c
i
|2 . intensities of classical scenarios (23)
According to Equation (18), the detuning actions S
G1
and S
G2
of the classical scenarios
of a two-state superposition can change due to intensity changes dI
i
of the respec-
tively competing scenario, or due to an increase of the competition action between the
scenarios, when the spacetime border moves by dτ¯ , as follows:
dS
G1
= S
G12
(τ¯)dI2 + I2
d
dτ¯
S
G12
(τ¯)dτ¯
dS
G2
= S
G12
(τ¯)dI1 + I1
d
dτ¯
S
G12
(τ¯)dτ¯
. (24)
According to Equation (11) and the norm conservation of unitary evolution (dI1+dI2=0),
a change of Classical Scenario 1’s detuning action of dS
G1
changes its intensity by
dI1/I1=−dSG1/h¯ and the intensity of Scenario 2 by dI2/I2=dSG1/h¯. Calculating the im-
pact of a change of Classical Scenario 2’s detuning action dS
G2
accordingly, we obtain
dI1 = −
dS
G1
h¯
I1 +
dS
G2
h¯
I2
dI2 =
dS
G1
h¯
I1 −
dS
G2
h¯
I2
. (25)
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By inserting Equation (24) into Equation (25), we arrive at the reconfiguration equation:
dI1 =
S
G12
(τ¯)
h¯
(I2dI1 − I1dI2)
dI2 =
S
G12
(τ¯)
h¯
(I1dI2 − I2dI1) ,
reconfiguration equation (two-state superposition)
(26)
in which all terms that depend on the movement of the spacetime border (see terms
with ddτ¯ SG12(τ¯) in Equation 24) have cut off. To determine the solutions to this equation,
it is helpful to transform it with dI1+dI2=0 and I1+I2=1 to(
dI1
dI2
)
=
S
G12
(τ¯)
h¯
(
1 0
0 1
)(
dI1
dI2
)
, (27)
which only has solutions different to zero, when our reduction condition S
G12
(τ¯)=h¯
(Equation 19) is fulfilled. Then Equation (27) has the solutions d~I≡(dI1 , dI2)T∝±(−1, 1)T
describing intensity shifts from Classical Scenario 1 to 2 (or vice versa) and the un-
physical (not norm conserving) solutions d~I∝±(1, 1)T . The latter ones are however not
solutions to our real reconfiguration equation (Equation 26), and result from the trans-
formation.
8.2 Local bundles, Dio´si-Penrose energies and competition ac-
tions
In this section, we recapitulate the so-called concepts of local bundles, local Dio´si-
Penrose energies and local competition actions, which we introduced in Part 1 [1] for
the analysis of semiclassical gravity, and which we need to extend our reconfiguration
equation for superpositions of more than two states.
Local bundles of states and classical scenarios
The analysis of typical experiments shows that different states often have identical
mass distributions on some areas. In the three-detector experiment in Figure 8, which
generates a superposition of three states, where each state corresponds to a photon
detection in one of the detectors, States 2 and 3 have on the area of Detector 1 identical
mass distributions corresponding to the case that the photon is not detected by this
detector. The same applies for States 1 and 3 on the area of Detector 2, etc. This
leads us to the following definition of local bundles:
When several states or classical scenarios have identical wavefunctions and prefer
identical spacetime geometries on an area A, they are a local bundle bAκ on A.
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Here κ is the bundle index, for which we use Greek letters, and which is needed to
distinguish several bundles on the same bundle area A. Two states or scenarios i and
j have identical wavefunctions on A, when the parts of the state vectors referring to
A are identical (|ψ
i
>
A
=|ψ
j
>
A
). This assumes that state vector can be decomposed
into a part referring to the bundle area A and a part referring to the area outside of A
as |ψi>=ψi>A⊗|ψi>¬A. Two classical scenarios prefer identical spacetime geometries
on A, when the their metric fields h
µνi
(x) resulting from the energy momentum tensor
fields T
µνi
(x) (by solving the linearised Einstein field equations) are identical on A.
In the Newtonian limit, two states prefer identical spacetime geometries, when their
gravitational potentials Φ
i
(x) resulting from their mass distributions ρ
i
(x) are identical,
since the metric field can be expressed by the gravitational potential in this limit (g00≈ 1+
2Φ/c2 [53]). The intensity of a local bundle κ is given by the sum over the intensities of
its states or classical scenarios as
Iκ ≡
∑
i∈bAκ
I
i
. intensities of local bundles (28)
For the three-detector experiment in Figure 8, we can find three bundle areas corre-
sponding to the areas of the three detectors. On the area of Detector 1, we have the
local bundle bD11 ={1} consisting of State 1 only, and the local bundle bD12 ={2, 3} con-
sisting of States 2 and 3, where bD11 corresponds to a photon detection, and bD12 to
no photon detection. On the areas of Detectors 2 and 3, we obtain two local bundles
accordingly, as shown in the figure.
Fig. 8: Single-photon experiment generating a superposition of three states.
Local Dio´si-Penrose energies and competition actions
Between two local bundles bAκ and bAν on the same bundle area A, we define a so-called
local Dio´si-Penrose energy by restricting integration to the bundle area A as follows (cf.
Equation 3):
E
A
Gκν =
1
2
∫
x∈A
d3x(ρκ(x)− ρν (x))(Φν (x)− Φκ(x)) , local Dio´si-Penrose energy (29)
where ρκ(x), ρν (x) are the mass distributions, and Φκ(x), Φν (x) the gravitational poten-
tials of bundle κ and ν respectively. Accordingly, we define the local competition action
between two local bundles of classical scenarios as (cf. Equation 17):
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S
A
Gκν(τ¯) =
1
2
∫ σ¯(τ¯)
..
x∈A
d4x
c
(Tκ(x)− Tν (x))(
√
−gν (x)−
√
−gκ(x)) ,
local competition action (relativistic)
(30)
where the bundles’ contracted energy momentum tensor fields Tκ(x) and the factors√−gκ(x) result from their energy momentum tensor fields Tµνκ(x) and metric fields
hµνκ(x) by Tκ(x)=T µµκ(x) and gκ(x)=det(ηµν+hµνκ(x)). In the Newtonian limit, the local
competition action can be calculated with the local Dio´si-Penrose energy similar to
Equation (14) as [1]
S
A
Gκν(t¯) =
∫ t¯
..
dtE
A
Gκν(t) . local competition action (Newtonian limit) (31)
The local competition between bundles of classical scenarios on the same bundle area
A define a measure of how much the preferred spacetime geometries of the classi-
cal scenarios differ from each other, and of how strong they compete for spacetime
geometry on A.
Energy increases and detuning actions of local bundles
In Part 1 [1], we calculated the energy increases of local bundles of states, which result
from sharing the mean gravitational potential with the other bundles on the bundle area
A. This calculation yields
E
A
Gκ =
∑
ν 6=κ
IνE
A
Gκν . energy increases of local bundles (32)
This result is the intuitively expected generalisation of Equation (6) for the states’ en-
ergy increases. The energy increase of a local bundle κ on A depends on the inten-
sities Iν of the competing bundles ν on A multiplied by the local Dio´si-Penrose energy
E
A
Gκν between κ and ν.
In the same way, we calculated in Part 1 [1] detuning actions for local bundles of
classical scenarios, which yielded
S
A
Gκ(τ¯) =
∑
ν 6=κ
IνS
A
Gκν(τ¯) . detuning actions of local bundles (33)
This result is the intuitively expected generalisation of Equation (18) for the classical
scenarios’ detuning actions. The detuning action of a local bundle κ on A depends on
the intensities Iν of the competing bundles ν on A multiplied by the local competition
S
A
Gκν(τ¯) between κ and ν.
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Decay-trigger rates of local bundles
Our derivation of the states’ decay trigger rates (Equation 20) in Section 7 can be
adapted to local bundles. In the Newtonian limit and when the spacetime border’s prop-
agation is aligned with the experiment’s rest frame, the increase of a local bundle’s de-
tuning action dSAGκ, when the spacetime border moves by dt¯, is given by dS
A
Gκ=E
A
Gκ(t¯)dt¯
(cf. Equation 31), which leads to an intensity drop of the local bundle of dIκ/Iκ=
−EAGκ(t¯)dt¯/h¯, which we interpret as the probability dp
A
κ↓ for a decay-trigger of the local
bundle κ. This leads to the following decay-trigger rates of local bundles:
dp
A
κ↓
dt¯
=
E
A
Gκ
h¯
. decay-trigger rates of local bundles (Newtonian limit) (34)
The local bundles’ decay-trigger rates dpAκ↓/dt¯ are proportional to their energy increases
E
A
Gκ. The energy increase, respectively decay-trigger rate, of a local bundle κ depends,
according to Equation (32), only on the intensities Iν of the bundles ν competing with
the bundle on A, and not on the bundle’s own intensity Iκ. This result will later play an
important role.
For the relativistic case and arbitrary propagations of the spacetime border σ¯(τ¯), we
obatin with our approach the following decay-trigger rates of local bundles:
dp
A
κ↓
dτ¯
=
d
dτ¯
S
A
Gκ(τ¯)
h¯
, decay-trigger rates of local bundles (relativistic) (35)
which is the generalisation of Equation (21). This result has as Equation (21) the
physical illustration that the probability dpAκ↓ for a decay-trigger of the local bundle κ on
A during the spacetime border moving from σ¯(τ¯) to σ¯(τ¯+dτ¯) is given by the increase
of the bundle’s detuning action dSAGκ during this interval divided by h¯.
8.3 Reconfiguration equation for superpositions of more than two
states
In this section, we extend the reconfiguration equation derived in Section 8.1 for su-
perpositions of more than two states with the help of the concepts of local bundles and
competition actions.
With the following derivation of the reconfiguration equation, we assume that our con-
cept of local bundles can be applied. This means that the competition of the classical
scenarios for spacetime geometry can be characterised by local competition actions
S
A
Gκν(τ¯) on some bundle areas A, as in the experiment in Figure 8, for which we iden-
tified three bundle areas corresponding to the locations of the three detectors. When
we first assume that the photon in the experiment in Figure 8 is absorbed by the left
beam splitter and not detected by Detectors 1 and 2 at all, we obtain a two-state su-
perposition, in which only the two local bundles at Detector 3 (bD31 ={3}, bD32 ={1, 2})
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compete for spacetime geometry, which is described by the local competition action
S
D3
G{1,2}3. The reconfiguration equation of this two-state superposition is given by the
following two equations on the left (cf. Equation 26):
dI3 =
S
D3
G{1,2}3
h¯
(I{1,2}dI3 − I3dI{1,2})
dI{1,2} =
S
D3
G{1,2}3
h¯
(I3dI{1,2} − I{1,2}dI3)⇒

dI1 =
dI1
dI{1,2}
S
D3
G{1,2}3
h¯
(I3dI{1,2} − I{1,2}dI3)
dI2 =
dI2
dI{1,2}
S
D3
G{1,2}3
h¯
(I3dI{1,2} − I{1,2}dI3)
.
(36)
The lower equation here can be split into two equations for the two classical scenar-
ios of the bundle bD32 ={1, 2}, as shown on the right, where the intensity shifts of the
classical scenarios dI1 and dI2 must in addition satisfy dI1+dI2=dI{1,2}. For the trans-
formed equation system, one is free of how to distribute an intensity change of the
bundle dI{1,2} on the two classical scenarios, which means that an intensity shift be-
tween Classical Scenarios 1 and 2 should not change the physical result. This follows
from our bundle definition that the classical scenarios of a bundle must have identical
wavefunctions and prefer identical spacetime geometries on the bundle area, which
means that an intensity shift between Classical Scenarios 1 and 2 does not change
the physical situation on the bundle area of Detector 3. Also applying the procedure
above for Detectors 1 and 2, we obtain the following equation for the intensity change
of Classical Scenario 1:
dI1 =
dI1
dI{1,2}
S
D3
G{1,2}3
h¯
(I3dI{1,2} − I{1,2}dI3) +
dI1
dI{1,3}
S
D2
G{1,3}2
h¯
(I2dI{1,3} − I{1,3}dI2)
+
S
D1
G1{2,3}
h¯
(I{2,3}dI1 − I1dI{2,3})
. (37)
The equations for the intensity changes of Classical Scenarios 2 and 3 can be derived
accordingly. Equation (37) can be generalised for any number of bundle areas and
for more than two competing bundles on the same bundle area, which leads to the
following equation system:
dI
i
=
∑
A;κ⊇i
dI
i
dIκ
∑
ν 6=κ
S
A
Gκν(τ¯)
h¯
(IνdIκ − IκdIν ) , reconfiguration equation (38)
in which every equation refers to a state i. In this result, the outer sum runs over all
bundle areas A. The condition κ⊇i selects for every bundle area A the bundle κ, which
contains the regarded state i. The inner sum runs over all bundles ν, which compete
with κ on A.
The critical position of the spacetime border τ¯
C
, at which the wavefunction’s evolution
becomes unstable for reconfiguration, follows from our reconfiguration equation by de-
termining the smallest dynamical parameter τ¯ for which the reconfiguration equation
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has solutions d~I≡(dI1 , dI2 , ..)T different to zero. We call these solutions the reconfigu-
ration solutions d~I
C
. The reconfiguration solutions d~I
C
can span one or higher dimen-
sional space, as we will see in later discussion.
8.4 Reconfiguration rule
In this section, we derive the so-called reconfiguration rule, with which we can calculate
how and with which probabilities the wavefunction’s evolution reconfigures at the critical
positions of the spacetime border τ¯
C
.
The reconfiguration equation (Equation 38) has the following important property, with
the help of which we can derive how the wavefunction’s evolution reconfigures at τ¯
C
.
When d~I
C
is a solution of the reconfiguration equation for a given intensity vector of
classical scenarios ~I≡(I1 , I2 , ..)T , it is also a solution for the by d~IC shifted intensity vec-
tor ~I+αd~IC , where α is a real number. This property can be easily recapitulated by
inserting ~I+αd~IC into Equation (38). This means that when the intensity vector of clas-
sical scenarios ~I fluctuates in the direction of the reduction solution like ~I ′=~I+d~IC , it
can reconfigure without hindrance on the line ~I ′=~I+αd~IC . This reconfiguration will hap-
pen by the self-reinforcing reconfiguration mechanism (described in Section 3) quasi-
abruptly, where the reconfiguration does not stop until one component of the intensity
vector ~I ′ has become zero. This means that the intensity vector ~I ′ after reconfiguration
is given by ~I ′=~I+αˆd~IC , where αˆ is the largest positive number for which ~I+αˆd~IC has no
negative components.
For the following derivation of the reconfiguration rule, we assume that the reduction
solutions d~I
C
span a one-dimensional space at τ¯
C
. The way in which to treat a higher-
dimensional solution space is shown in Section 9 for a concrete example. For a one-
dimensional solution space, the intensity vector ~I can reconfigure either to ~I ′
+
=~I+αˆ+d
~IC
or to ~I ′−=~I−αˆ−d~IC , where αˆ+ and αˆ− are the largest numbers for which ~I+αˆ+d~IC re-
spectively ~I−αˆ−d~IC have no negative components. The probabilities of these two re-
configurations depend on which direction (+d~I
C
or −d~I
C
) the decay triggers of the local
bundles trigger the intensity vector ~I. These directions can be determined with the help
of the projections of the bundles bAκ on the reduction solution d~IC , which we define by
6
dI
A
Cκ ≡
∑
i
δi∈bAκ dICi . projection of local bundle b
A
κ on d~IC (39)
For a negative projection (dIACκ<0), a decay-trigger of bundle bAκ triggers the inten-
sity vector ~I in the +d~I
C
-direction; and for a positive projection (dIACκ>0) in the −d~IC -
direction. The probabilities p+ and p− for the two reconfigurations to ~I ′+=~I+αˆ+d~IC
6 δi∈bAκ≡1 for i∈bAκ , δi∈bAκ≡0 for i/∈bAκ .
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and ~I ′−=~I−αˆ−d~IC are proportional to the sum of all decay-trigger rates of the bundles
dp
A
κ↓/dτ¯ with negative respectively positive projections. This leads to the following re-
configuration rule 7:
~I →

~I ′
+
=~I+αˆ+d~IC with p+ ∝
∑
A,κ
Θ0(−dIACκ)
dp
A
κ↓
dτ¯
~I ′−=
~I−αˆ−d~IC with p− ∝
∑
A,κ
Θ0(dI
A
Cκ)
dp
A
κ↓
dτ¯
, reconfiguration rule (40)
which describes the possible reconfigurations of the intensity vector and the relative
probabilities of these reconfigurations. The absolute reconfiguration probabilities follow
by normalisation (p++p−=1).
The reconfiguration rule (Equation 40) displays an important property of the Dynami-
cal Spacetime approach. The reconfiguration probabilities p+, p− depend only on the
decay-trigger rates dpAκ↓/dτ¯ of the local bundles, and not on their intensity vectors ~I
A
κ ,
which we define by
I
A
κi ≡ δi∈bAκ Ii , intensity vector ~I
A
κ of local bundle b
A
κ (41)
and which we will use in the next section. The bundles’ decay-trigger rates dpAκ↓/dτ¯ ,
which depend, according to Equations (35) and (33), only on the intensities Iν of the
competing bundles on A and not on their own intensities Iκ, determine how frequently
the bundles fluctuate for decay. The intensity vectors of the bundles ~IAκ determine the
amplitudes of these decay fluctuations. Since the reconfiguration of the wavefunction’s
evolutions occurs in the Dynamical Spacetime approach by a self-reinforcing recon-
figuration mechanism, the amplitudes of the decay fluctuations initiating the reconfig-
urations play no role for the reduction probabilities. We return to this property of the
Dynamical Spacetime approach in Section 10.
7 Θ
0
(x)=0 for x≤0, Θ
0
(x)=1 for x>0.
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9 Typical quantum mechanical experiments
In this section, we apply our collapse model to typical mechanical experiments. We will
show how our derivation of Born’s rule for two-state superpositions in Section 7 can be
adapted to these experiments with the help of a property that these experiments have
in common. They lead to never more than two local bundles, i.e. to two different mass
distributions, at one location, which e.g. refer to the cases that a particle ”is”, or ”is not”,
detected at the location.
Never more than two local bundles in typical quantum mechanical experiments
Typical quantum mechanical experiments can be categorised in two groups. Experi-
ments with active measuring devices, such as the three-detector experiment in Figure
8; and experiments with passive measuring devices, as e.g. films or cloud chambers.
Both groups can be discussed in a common picture by modelling passive measuring
devices with a large number of small mass displacing detectors, as shown in Figure 9
for a photon measurement with a film. If one analyses these experiments from the local
bundles’ point of view, one finds that they exhibit never more than two local bundles on
the same bundle area, which refer to the cases that the particle ”is”, or respectively
”is not”, detected by the detector on the bundle area, as one can see in Figures 8
and 9. This means that these experiments lead to never more than two different mass
distributions at one location.
Fig. 9: Measurement of a photon with a film, which can be modelled with a large number of small mass
displacing detectors.
Reconfiguration equation and reduction condition
The two local bundles on the bundle area of a detector i in the single photon exper-
iments in Figures 8 and 9 are given as follows. The bundle bDii displaying the case
that the photon is detected by detector i consists of only state i; and the bundle bDi¬i
displaying the case that the photon is not detected by detector i consists of a super-
position of all states except i, which we abbreviate by ¬i. The intensity of bundle bDi¬i
is given by I¬i=
∑
j 6=i Ij . With the relations Ii+I¬i=1 and dIi+dI¬i=0 following from the
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norm conservation of unitary evolution, the reconfiguration equation (Equation 38) can
be transformed to
dI
i
= (
∑
i
S
Di
G (τ¯)
h¯
)dI
i
, (42)
where we abbreviated the local competition actions SDiGi¬i(τ¯) between the bundles by
S
Di
G (τ¯). This equation allows for intensity shifts d~I only, when the following reduction
condition is satisfied: ∑
i
S
Di
G (τ¯C ) = h¯ , reduction condition (43)
which can be regarded as the generalisation of our reduction condition S
G12
(τ¯
C
)=h¯
(Equation 19).
Reconfiguration rule
The energy increases of the local bundles bDii and bDi¬i due to the sharing of spacetime
geometry with the other bundle on the bundle area of detector i are given according
to Equation (32) by I¬iE
Di
G and IiE
Di
G (with E
Di
G ≡E
Di
i¬i), which means that the bundles’
decay-trigger rates (Equation 34) are proportional to the intensity of the competing
bundle. The transformed reconfiguration equation (Equation 42) allows for arbitrary
changes of the intensity vector d~I 8. Due to this freedom, we can assume that the
ratios between the intensities of a bundle’s states remain constant when the bundle is
triggered for decay. In the same way, we can assume that the ratios between the inten-
sities of the states outside the bundle, whose intensities must increase at the bundle’s
decay, also remain constant. From this, it follows that a decay of bundle bDii leads to
a reconfiguration to bundle bDi¬i , and that a decay of bundle bDi¬i to a reconfiguration to
bundle bDii . This leads to the following reconfiguration rule 9:
~I →
{
1
Ii
~I
Di
i with pi ∝ IiEDiG
1
I¬i
~I
Di
¬i with p¬i ∝ I¬iEDiG
, reconfiguration rule (44)
which describes 2N possible reconfigurations (N = number of detectors). 1Ii
~I
Di
i and
1
I¬i
~I
Di
¬i are the intensity vectors of bundle bDii and bDi¬i , where the factors 1Ii and
1
I¬i are
introduced for normalisation. Equation (44) displays what is expected by Born’s rule:
the reduction probability to a bundle is proportional to its intensity.
The three-detector experiment in Figure 8 reduces when the sum of the three detectors’
local competition actions reaches Planck’s quantum of action: SD1G (t¯C )+S
D2
G (t¯C )+S
D3
G (t¯C )
=h¯. Here, the wavefunction’s evolution can reconfigure in six different ways. The com-
petition for spacetime geometry between State 1 and Bundle ¬1 on the location of
8 Equation (42) also allows, like the transformed reconfiguration Equation ((27), for non-norm con-
serving intensity shifts, but which are not solutions of the real reconfiguration equation (Equation (38).
9 In the relativistic case, E
Di
G has to be replaced by
d
dτ¯ S
Di
G (τ¯C ) (cf. Equations 35 and 33).
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Detector 1 leads to reconfigurations to State 1 or to Bundle ¬1, i.e. a superposition of
State 2 and 3. The competitions for spacetime geometry at the locations of the other
two detectors lead to four further reconfigurations accordingly. The two reconfigura-
tions corresponding to the competition between State 2 and Bundle ¬2 on the location
of Detector 2 are illustrated in Figure 10, where the upper part of the figure shows the
reconfiguration of the wavefunction’s evolution in configuration space, and the lower
part the corresponding behaviour in spacetime. When the system reduces to a su-
perposition of States 1 and 3, as shown on the right in Figure 10, this superposition
will reduce at a later reduction point in time t¯
C
to one of the states, which is given by
S
D1
G (t¯C )+S
D3
G (t¯C )=h¯.
Fig. 10: Two possible reconfigurations of the wavefunction’s evolution in configuration space for the
three-detector experiment in Figure 8 (upper part) and corresponding behaviour in spacetime (lower
part) according to the discussion in the text.
How a photon localises when measured by a film
With our results, we can discuss how a photon localises when it is measured by a film,
as in Figure 9. Here the initial superposition of N states reduces at the reduction point
in time t¯
C
when the sum of the detectors’ local competition actions reaches Planck’s
quantum of action (
∑
j
S
Dj
G (t¯C )=h¯) with a low probability directly to a state i, and a high
one to a superposition ¬i. In the latter case, the superposition ¬i decays at a later
point in time t¯
C¬i, which is given by
∑
j 6=i S
Dj
G (t¯C¬i)=h¯, again with a low probability to a
single state, and a high one to a superposition of N−2 states. This procedure repeats
at subsequent reduction points in time, until the superposition has reduced to a single
state i, and the photon has localised at one of the detectors.
The initial superposition of N states can decay in many different ways to the same
final state i. With the reconfiguration rule (Equation 44), according to which the decay
probability to a bundle is proportional to the bundle’s intensity, one can easily see how
the probability of all ways leading to a final state i follows Born’s rule, i.e.
p
i
= I
i
. Born’s rule (45)
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10 Deviations from Born’s rule
In this section we search for regimes for which the Dynamical Spacetime approach
predicts possible deviations from Born’s rule. These regimes must have (according to
our analysis of typical quantum mechanical experiments in Section 9) more than two
local bundles on one bundle area. In the experiment in Figure 11, the solid on the right
is transferred into a three-state superposition, where Detector 1 displaces the solid by
∆s01, and Detector 2 by ∆s02, as shown in the figure. The reduction probabilities of
such a regime with three local bundles will be investigated now.
Fig. 11: Experiment for transferring a solid into a three-state superposition. For photon detection,
Detectors 1 and 2 displace the solid by ∆s01, respectively ∆s02.
Dio´si-Penrose energies
To simplify discussion, we assume that the displacement between States 0 and 2 ∆s02
is much larger than that between State 0 and 1 ∆s01, as shown in Figure 11. Since the
Dio´si-Penrose energy between rigid bodies E
Gij
increases typically with the square of
the distance between the bodies (E
Gij
∝∆s2
ij
; see e.g. [3]), the Dio´si-Penrose energies
between the three states of the solid can be approximated by
E
G02
≈ E
G12
≡ E
G
E
G01
≈ 0 . (46)
Reconfiguration equation
When the displacements ∆s01 and ∆s02 are approximately constant over time, the com-
petition actions between the states are given by S
Gij
(t¯)=E
Gij
t¯. The reconfiguration
equation (Equation 38) then leads to
dI0dI1
dI2
 = EG t¯
h¯
 I2 0 −I00 I2 −I1
−I2 −I2 (I0 + I1)
dI0dI1
dI2
 . reconfiguration equation (47)
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The smallest dynamical parameter t¯ for which this equation allows for intensity shifts
d~I is
t¯
C
=
h¯
E
G
, reduction point in time (48)
and the corresponding reconfiguration solutions d~I
C
are
d~I
C
∝
 −I0−I1
I0 + I1
 , reconfiguration solutions (49)
which span a one-dimensional solution space.
Reconfiguration rule
According to the discussion in Section 8.4, the intensity vector ~I can reconfigure to
~I ′
+
=~I+αˆ+d
~IC=(0, 0, 1)
T or to ~I ′−=~I−αˆ−d~IC= 1I0+I1 (I0 , I1 , 0)T , which are State 2 or a super-
position of States 0 and 1. This is the intuitively expected result for a small displace-
ment ∆s01 between States 0 and 1, where the superposition of States 0 and 1 does
not differ much from a single state. The decay-trigger rates of the states follow with
Equations (34) and (32) as:
dp
0↓
dt¯
=
I1EG01 + I2EG02
h¯
≈ I2
E
G
h¯
with dI
C0
< 0
dp
1↓
dt¯
=
I0EG01 + I2EG02
h¯
≈ I2
E
G
h¯
with dI
C1
< 0
dp
2↓
dt¯
=
I0EG02 + I1EG12
h¯
≈ (I0 + I1)
E
G
h¯
with dI
C2
> 0
, decay-trigger rates (50)
where the decay-triggers of States 0 and 1 have a negative, and the decay-trigger of
State 2 a positive, projection on the reduction solution d~I
C
. This leads to the following
reconfiguration rule (cf. Equation 40):
I0I1
I2
→

00
1
 with p2 ∝ 2I2EGh¯
1
I0+I1
I0I1
0
 with p01 ∝ (I0 + I1)EGh¯
. reconfiguration rule (51)
With the normalisation of the reduction probabilities p2+p01=1 and I0+I1+I2=1, we ob-
tain the following reduction probability of State 2:
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p2 =
2
1 + I2
I2 , (52)
which is for I2 = 14 a factor of 1.6 larger than that predicted by Born’s rule (p2=I2).
Why State 2’s reduction probability is increased
The increased reduction probability of State 2 with respect to Born’s rule can be ex-
plained as follows. According to Equation (50), States 0 and 1 have the same decay-
trigger rates, since they both suffer approximately the same energy increase in the
mean gravitational potential of the superposition. This decay-trigger rate is identical to
that of the single state, which one obtains by merging States 0 and 1 (∆s01→0). Since
States 0 and 1 trigger both a reconfiguration to State 2 (cf. Equation 50), one obtains
a doubling of the decay-trigger rate in favour of State 2 with respect to the case that
States 0 and 1 are merged, which explains the increased reduction probability of State
2 with respect to Born’s rule. The transition of the increased reduction probability of
State 2 of p2=2I2/(1+I2) back to Born’s rule (p2=I2) for ∆s01→0 can be explained by
the physical argument that the decay-trigger rates of States 0 and 1 must be correlated
when they are merged into one state. Then they cannot be counted twice in the recon-
figuration rule. This raises the question of the physical criterion for the decorrelation of
the decay-trigger rates of States 0 and 1.
Decorrelation criterion
The decay-trigger rates of States 0 and 1 are expected to be decorrelated when their
mass distributions are disjoint. The mass distribution of a solid’s nuclei can be ap-
proximated by Gaussian distributions like ρ(x)∝exp(−x2/(2σ2n)), where σn is the spatial
variation of the nuclei, as shown in Figure 11, which is typically on the order of a tenth
of an A˚ngstro¨m [3]. The mass distributions of States 0 and 1 are disjoint when the
displacement ∆s01 between them is at least six times larger than the spatial variation
of their nuclei σn:
∆s01(t¯C ) > 6σn . decorrelation criterion (53)
To observe the increased reduction probability of State 2, this so-called decorrelation
criterion has to be satisfied at the reduction point in time of the superposition t¯
C
.
For the derivation of the decorrelation criterion, it is important to recapitulate the con-
clusion at the end of Section 8.4, that the reconfiguration probabilities depend only on
the states’ decay-trigger rates, and not on their intensities determining the amplitudes
of the decay-triggers, which play no role in the self-reinforcing reconfiguration mech-
anism of the Dynamical Spacetime approach. When we increase the displacement
between States 0 and 1 from ∆s01=0 to ∆s01>6σn, the superposition of States 0 and
1 can be compared to one state having twice as many nuclei as the merged state of
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States 0 and 1 (∆s01=0) and half of the intensity as this state. The doubling of nuclei
doubles the state’s decay-trigger rate (since it doubles its energy increase), and the
halving of its intensity only reduces the amplitudes of its decay-triggers, which plays no
role. The doubling of the state’s decay-trigger rate displays the decorrelation of State
0’s and 1’s decay-trigger rates according to the decorrelation criterion for ∆s01>6σn.
One might wonder why State 2’s reduction probability p2=2I2/(1+I2) does not depend
on the intensities of States 0 and 1. This is also due to the fact that these intensities
only determine the amplitudes of the states’ decay-triggers, but not their decay-trigger
rates.
—
Completeness of the model
In this section, we ask how far the so-far specified model for the Dynamical Spacetime
approach is complete. Our model is sufficient for a discussion of the typical quan-
tum mechanical experiments, as shown in Section 9, and for a discussion of concrete
experiments for checking deviations from Born’s, as will be shown in [4]. An open is-
sue remains: how to model the transition between cases, where we can characterise
the competition for spacetime geometry by local competition actions, such as in the
three-detector experiment in Figure 8, or by ”global” competition actions, such as in
the experiment in Figure 11, where as solid is transferred into a three-state super-
position. In this case, the integrals of the competition actions must not be restricted
to the location of the solid, which therefore can be regarded as ”global” competition
actions. If one calculates the experiment in Figure 8 with three ”global” competition
actions S
G12
, S
G13
and S
G23
(measuring the competition of the three classical scenarios
for the spacetime geometry on whole spacetime) instead of the three local ones SD1G ,
S
D2
G and S
D3
G , one obtains a different result. Since there is a smooth transition between
the experiment in Figure 8 and that in Figure 11 in the way that the three detectors in
Figure 8 change mass distributions on their locations, and the detectors in Figure 11
on a common location, how to model the transition remains an open issue.
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11 Signalling
In this section, we discuss the physical consequences resulting from deviations from
Born’s rule. Since some proofs for the impossibility of superluminal signalling refer to
Born’s rule [64, 65], and vice versa (some derivations of Born’s rule refer to the no-
signalling argument [61, 62]), it is not surprising that deviations from Born’s rule imply
the possibility of superluminal signalling.
A signalling experiment can be constructed by modifying an EPR experiment, as shown
in Figure 12. The setup places Bob in position to manipulate the ratio between the
polarisation probabilities measured by Alice from usually p
H
/p
V
=1 to p
H
/p
V
=2 by re-
moving the aperture, which allows a solid evolve into a three-state superposition, as
shown in the figure. This result follows with Equation (52) for I2 = 12 and a Bell state
of |ψ>=|H>|H>+|V >|V >. This enables Bob to signal information to Alice. To ensure
that the superposition is reduced by Bob’s apparatus, Alice’s arm must be chosen to
be at least ct¯
C
longer than Bob’s.
This prediction of superluminal signalling does not provoke a conflict with relativity,
since causality evolves in the Dynamical Spacetime approach orthogonal to spacetime,
as explained in the discussion of quantum correlations in Section 6.
Fig. 12: Signalling experiment in which Bob can manipulate the ratio between the polarisation probabil-
ities measured by Alice from usually p
H
/p
V
=1 to p
H
/p
V
=2 by removing the aperture.
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12 Energy conservation
In this section, we investigate how far the Dynamical Spacetime approach conserves
energy.
In the Dynamical Spacetime approach, total energy is conserved on average, as illus-
trated in Figure 13. The behaviour shown in Figure 13 can be explained as follows.
From the analysis of semiclassical gravity in Part 1 [1], it follows that the total energy of
a two-state superposition (|ψ>=c1|ψ1>+c2|ψ2>) can be decomposed as
E = |c1|2E1 + |c2|2E1 + |c1|2|c2|2EG12 , (54)
where E1 and E2 are the total energies of States 1 and 2 alone (i.e. referring to the
case that they must not share spacetime geometry with the other state), and E
G12
the
Dio´si-Penrose energy. The energies E1 and E2 of States 1 and 2 are constant over time
(Ei(t)=const), since they refer to classical trajectories at which the State does not share
spacetime geometry with the other state and resides in its own gravitational potential.
With this result and |c1|2 + |c2|2 = 1, Equation (54) can be transformed to
E(t) = E(ts) + |c1|2|c2|2EG12(t) , (55)
where ts is the point in time at which the superposition is generated. At collapse,
at which one of the intensities |c1|2 or |c2|2 vanishes, total energy falls from E(ts)+
|c1 |2|c2 |2EG12(t¯C ) back to E(ts), the energy before the superposition was generated. This
is the behaviour illustrated in Figure 13. The energy increase before the collapse of
|c1|2|c2|2EG12(t¯C ) follows from the sharing of spacetime geometry in semiclassical grav-
ity.
Fig. 13: Behaviour of total energy over time in the Dynamical Spacetime approach.
The behaviour of total energy in the Dynamical Spacetime approach is different to that
in dynamical reduction models, in which total energy permanently increases due to the
introduction of stochastically fluctuating operators [28] 10. Spontaneous photon emis-
sions, which could be a consequence of this permanent energy increase, as discussed
elsewhere [66–69], are not expected in the Dynamical Spacetime approach.
10 In recent publications, modifications of the dynamical reduction models have been proposed,
through which the permanent energy increase can be avoided [70,71].
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13 Ontology
In this section, we discuss the ontology of the Dynamical Spacetime approach. The
question of ontology plays an important role for the assessment of collapse models.
For the dynamical reduction models, the so-called matter density and flash ontologies
have been established [72–75]. The question of ontology is challenging especially for
relativistic collapse models [29,30,34,74], in which one is free to choose the reference
frame.
Matter density ontology
The Dynamical Spacetime approach allows for the definition of a matter density ontol-
ogy. For each expansion of spacetime, the wavefunction’s evolution on spacetime until
the spacetime border can be determined unambiguously and independently from the
chosen reference frame with the Tomonaga-Schwinger equation [54,55], and by taking
a boundary condition on the spacetime border into account. The energy momentum
tensor field, respectively the matter density, follows from the wavefunction with the help
of suitable operators.
Ontology of collapse
In the Dynamical Spacetime approach, collapse is only possible at specified points
in time: the reduction points in time t¯
C
. This is different to the dynamical reduction
models, in which collapse is (due to the introduction of a stochastic process) possi-
ble at any point in time. This allows us to define an ontology for the collapse event,
which is specified by the critical position of spacetime border τ¯
C
and the corresponding
change of matter density at this point in time. In the dynamical reduction models, it is
unclear whether the collapse event itself is something objective. In [76], it is shown that
one cannot accurately measure the number of collapses that a given physical system
undergoes during a given time interval.
In the context of ontology, the questions are of interest as to whether the Dynamical
Spacetime approach’s postulate (the existence of the spacetime border), and its most
important prediction (collapse events being only possible at specified points in time),
can be checked by experiments. We will now discuss these issues.
Measurement of the spacetime border
If one assumes that the spacetime border’s propagation started at the Big Bang sin-
gularity and spread around this singularity symmetrically, as illustrated in Figure 14, it
should be observable in a today’s experiment as a plain hypersurface, whose propa-
gation direction depends on the relative motion of the experimenter’s reference frame
to the cosmos. This propagation direction can be measured with the signalling exper-
iment in Figure 12 by systematically varying the lengths of Alice’s and Bob’s arms, as
shown in Figure 15. This leads to regimes in which Bob cannot signal information to-
wards Alice, when the spacetime border hits Alice’s measurement first, as shown on
the right in Figure 15.
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Fig. 14: Dynamical expansion of the spacetime border σ¯ around the Big Bang singularity.
Fig. 15: Illustration of measurement of the propagation direction of the spacetime border by varying the
lengths of the arms of the signalling experiment in Figure 12. When the spacetime border hits Alice’s
measurement first, as on the right, Bob cannot signal information to Alice.
Measurement of collapse events
The most important prediction of the Dynamical Spacetime approach that collapse
is only possible at specified points in time t¯
C
and that the lifetimes of superpositions
correspond to the ones of the gravity-based approaches of Dio´si and Penrose can also
be checked by experiments.
If one allows the solid in Figure 11 first evolve into a two-state superposition by delaying
the displacement between States 0 and 1 ∆s01 by a time delay of ∆t, one observes
an increased reduction probability of State 2 only, when the two-state superposition
has not reduced before ∆t. By measuring the reduction probability of State 2 over
the time delay ∆t, one can determine the reduction point in time t¯
C
(of the two-state
superposition), and check whether collapse is only possible at a specified point in time:
the reduction point in time t¯
C
. In [4], it is shown how such an experiment can be
realised.
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14 Towards a Dynamical Spacetime theory
In this section, we discuss how the Dynamical Spacetime approach could be promoted
towards a Dynamical Spacetime theory. Such a theory should address the expansion
of spacetime instead of postulating it. This should lead to an equation of motion for the
propagation of the spacetime border, which must be Lorentz invariant.
One option for such a theory is to describe the existence of the spacetime border by a
dynamical metrical field gµν (x, τ¯), whose factor of the covariant volume element breaks
down on the spacetime border, i.e.
√−g(x, τ¯)≈0 for x>σ¯(τ¯). This ensures that the
Einstein-Hilbert action only accounts until the spacetime border, as assumed in the Dy-
namical Spacetime approach. Such a program requires an enhancement of Einstein’s
field equations for dynamical metric fields. The solutions to the enhanced field equa-
tions should describe the expansion of spacetime and lead to an equation of motion for
the propagation of the spacetime border σ¯(τ¯). An interesting question is whether such
a program could be completed without introducing further natural constants.
Another interesting theoretical question is whether the Dynamical Spacetime approach
can address the divergence problem of quantum field theory.
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15 Discussion
The Dynamical Spacetime approach to wavefunction collapse is a new way to combine
quantum theory with general relativity with the capability of explaining the known facts
about wavefunction collapse, such as the quantum correlations and Born’s rule. The
Dynamical Spacetime postulate, which looks at first glance an ad-hoc hypothesis, can
be considered as an answer to the question that the concept of spacetime necessar-
ily provokes. Do spacetime regions, in which future events will happen, already exist
today? The assumption that the spacetime regions, in which future events will hap-
pen, are dynamically created also explains, why advanced potentials (such as e.g. in
electrodynamics) must be left out. The Dynamical Spacetime postulate introduces our
subjective experience of present, past and future into the concept of spacetime, where
the present can be considered as the spacetime region before the spacetime border,
in which collapse events happen.
The most important result of the Dynamical Spacetime approach is its capability to ex-
plain collapse by the quasi-abrupt reconfigurations of the wavefunction’s evolution at
specified critical expansions of spacetime displaying both the stochastic and the non-
local nature of collapse, in a natural way. Collapse’s stochastic nature follows from the
critical positions of spacetime border at which the smallest fluctuations decide in favour
of which state the wavefunction’s evolution reconfigures. This makes the introduction
of a stochastic process by hand, or to say it in the words of Einstein the assumption
that ”God plays dice”, superfluous. Collapse’s non-local nature follows from the quasi-
abrupt reconfigurations of the wavefunction’s evolution, which can cover far-separated
spacetime regions. The fact that these configurations always incorporate the complete
history of a superposition (i.e. from the splitting of the wavepacket in configuration
space) makes how quantum correlations can follow the predictions of quantum theory
comprehensible. The quasi-abrupt reconfigurations of the wavefunction’s evolution at
collapse are based on a local causality occurring along the wavepackets’ paths in con-
figuration space. They are an explanation for the ”spooky action at a distance”, which
even Einstein might have accepted, since the principle of only local causality is not
abandoned.
The second important result of the Dynamical Spacetime approach is its capability to
forecast reduction probabilities and the relation between Born’s rule and semiclassi-
cal gravity. The Dynamical Spacetime approach is the first approach that can forecast
reduction probabilities, and does not fear the consequences of deviations from Born’s
rule in the form of superluminal signalling. The discussion of typical quantum me-
chanical experiments revealed the common property of these experiments: that they
generate never more than two different mass distributions at one location. This result
shows where to seek new effects, such as for solids in three-state superpositions.
The surprise of the Dynamical Spacetime approach is the prediction of superluminal
signalling. That there could be something faster than light is implicitly predicted by
the Free Will Theorem. To discuss this explicitly still taboo, which is displayed by a
statement that John Bell made in an interview shortly before his death [77]:
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that maybe there must be something happening faster than light, although it pains
me even to say that much.
John S. Bell
This taboo results from the fear that a faster-than-light causality places the well-established
principle of relativity in question. The Dynamical Spacetime approach shows that this
must not be the case. The result that the abrupt reconfigurations of the wavefunction’s
evolution can cover far-away spacetime regions shows how the deep and troubling
conflict between relativity and quantum theory can be overcome.
In [4], an experiment for checking the predicted deviations from Born’s rule for solids in
three-state superpositions is proposed. The feasibility of the experiment is shown by a
detailed quantitative analysis, which is based on the collapse model derived here; and
a formulary for the Dio´si-Penrose criterion for solids in quantum superpositions, which
is derived in [3], but whose study is not essential [4]. The analyses in [4] show that
deviations from Born’s rule can only be observed in specially designed experiments,
which explains why deviations from Born’s rule have not become conspicuous so far.
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Appendix
In this appendix, we derive Equation (11) of how the intensity of a path reacts to
changes of its detuning action. Due to the boundary condition at the spacetime border
at t¯, the frequencies of the wavepacket’s partial waves can only increase in the discrete
steps ∆ω=n · pi/T , with T= t¯−ts. The expectation value of n depends on the detuning
action of the path dS
G
as <n>=dS
G
/(pih¯) (dS
G
= h¯<∆ω>T ). Assuming a Poisson dis-
tribution, i.e. σn=
√
< n >, we obtain for the spectral broadening of the wavepacket σω
with σω=σn · pi/T the following estimate:
σω =
√
pidS
G
h¯
1
T
. (56)
The spectral broadening of the wavepacket leads via the divergence of phases of its
partial waves to the following decrease of intensity over time 11:
I→(t) =
∣∣∣∣∫ −∞∞ dω 1√2piσω e−
ω2
2σ2ω eiω(t−ts )
∣∣∣∣2 = e−σ2ω(t−ts )2 . (57)
This result cannot be correct, since due to the norm conservation of unitary evolution,
the intensity of the wavepacket must be constant along the path. If we assume that
the boundary condition on the spacetime border at t¯ leads to a reflected wave with an
intensity profile of I←=e−σ
2
ω(t−t¯)2, we obtain an approximately constant intensity along
the path. The intensity drop of the path is then given by 12
I ′ =
1
2T
(∫ t¯
ts
dtI→(t) +
∫ t¯
ts
dtI←(t)
)
≈ 1− pi
3
dS
G
h¯
≈ 1− dSG
h¯
, (58)
which leads to Equation (11) (dI/I=−dS
G
/h¯). That this result displays Equation (11)
only approximately (pi/3≈1) is probably related to the fact that the intensity profile of
our calculation (I(t)=I→(t) + I←(t)) is only approximately constant over time.
11 Equation (57) follows with
∫∞
−∞ dxe
−a2x2cos(bx) =
√
pi
a e
− b2
4a2 [78].
12 I→(t)≈ 1− σ2ωt2.
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